
● Your virtual notebook may be done in any way you choose, as long as you 
cover all of the material within this notebook.

● Every bit of information that you are required to take notes about is 
provided in my lessons (articles, slides, recordings). You will get 0 points if 
you choose to use other internet resources to fill this out.

● All lessons are provided with a link in the upper left hand corner of each 
slide (with a big arrow and the link inside).

● Do not screenshot or copy and paste any of my work in lessons or 
recordings and use it as your own unless you’re specifically given 
permission to do so.

● Any work from AI (ChatGPT) or other answer-generating websites will 
result in an automatic zero and an Honor Code violation.
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Classification of 
Numbers Video

Natural

Whole

Integer

Rational

Irrational

As you watch the video, type in the name of each group 
of numbers and click & drag the example(s) into each 

category from what you’ve learned from the video.

https://edpuzzle.com/media/6462a6ee8dcc2c43253d4e67




Just like Tokyo is part of Japan which is a subset of the world, 
natural numbers are a subset of whole number which are part of 
real numbers.















Click and drag the 
correct example steps 
from below here to 
match up with the 
steps shown in the 
recording.

Radicals & 
Simplifying 
Radicals Video

radical

coefficient
radicand

1. Use prime factorization. Write radicand 
as product of prime factors. 

2. Circle square pairs

index

3. Add square roots to coefficient

4. Write coefficient multiplied by 
remainder under radical

There are no “square pairs” left under the 
radicand.

There are no radicands that can be 
combined.

There are no radicals in the denominator of 
the fraction.

https://docs.google.com/presentation/u/0/d/1e8PgMTNNZ9CXkretlHqL35o2mw4OvHRaVvIaEEL8Ybc/edit




















Operations with 
Radicals LESSON

Product Property of Square Roots The product of square roots equals the square root of the product

Quotient Property of Square Roots The quotient of square roots equals the quotient of the product

Simplify 
radicands

3√27 = 9√3

Combine like 
terms

Combine like 
terms

Simplify the final 
expression

Type here Type here Type here Type here

 Click and drag steps 
below into the right order

3

https://docs.google.com/presentation/u/0/d/1Oab0LZ8oMALp-TzoEGOpCXrKatV_mlQiDpN05qWYbMA/edit


Rationalize the 
Denominator Lesson

Why aren’t radicals allowed in the 
denominator?

Fractions must have a rational denominator

Explain why multiplying by a “form 
of 1” doesn’t change the fraction.

Multiplying by an identity does not change the fraction

How do you rationalize the 
denominator according to our 
lesson, or Mr. Khan’s explanation?

Multiply numerator and denominator by the conjugate

To rationalize, multiply by… 
(type in the gray box)

To rationalize, multiply by… 
(type in the gray box)

To rationalize, multiply by… 
(type in the gray box)
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https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1_0Z2RjToadA4au-vL9s4Yq-UlR7vfPWdy7iXYgMEopo/edit?usp=sharing


Square Root 
Functions Lesson

Type here

Type here Domain the 
set of all x-values for 
which the function 
is defined. In other 
words, 

Type here  Range set 
of all y-values for 
which the function 
is defined.

Shifted -h, +k

Square root of the 
number is quantity 
which multiplied by itself 
yield the  number

3 = √9 

https://docs.google.com/presentation/u/0/d/16oqj5S3tkMScm5GPcQsLKCXolc61F24TCnE439b5Ov4/edit




Change the a



Change the b



Change the h to slide horizontally. Negative for right



Change the k to raise up of lower down



Changed the b

















Insert an image here that 
describes your feelings about finishing your 

LAST VIRTUAL NOTEBOOK 
of the school year!


